High Falls: Water, lace and the body

The art pieces in this exhibition explore the aesthetic relationship between images of flowing water and organic motifs found in the Nottingham Trent University Lace Archive. The practice-led research is focused on how digital technology can be applied and subverted to interpret abstract concepts, such as light and fluidity, to generate new textile narratives that celebrate space and form. The utilization of the characteristics of lace is both metaphorical and symbolic, restoring connections with craft, workmanship and nature.
Computer technology means lace motifs are now independent of the material in which they are realised. I do not mean to suggest that this technology causes a new use of lace-related formal vocabulary. The technology is neutral, simply making this detachment of motif and medium possible. However this technology may give artists and designers more freedom to choose which aspects of the cultural, historical, technical flux that they encounter to pick out for attention, to ‘activate’ with twenty-first century concerns (Fisher: 2009).

The reinterpretation of found fragments of historical lace ‘is not a reflection on the use of recycling as a moral or political imperative, but rather a means of incorporating the signs of time’ into new textiles responses...‘an aesthetic, not a moral manoeuvre, but one that provides metaphors for what is beautiful and valuable (Vinken 2004: 151)."
Computer technology means lace motifs are now independent of the material in which they are realised. I do not mean to suggest that this technology causes a new use of lace-related formal vocabulary. The technology is neutral, simply making this detachment of motif and medium possible. However this technology may give artists and designers more freedom to choose which aspects of the cultural, historical, technical flux that they encounter to pick out for attention, to 'activate' with twenty-first century concerns (Fisher: 2009).
Her clothing was a spatial-architectural rather than a sculptural-architectonic phenomenon. The human figure was conceived as a constructive carcass bracing, supporting the clothing at precise, designated points. Otherwise the outfits had a life of their own - the construction of the human body and a spatial envelope of fabric (Adaskina 1990: 303).
Things have become so accelerated that processes are no longer inscribed in a linear temporality, in a linear unfolding of history. Nothing moves any longer from cause to effect: everything is traversed by inversions of meaning, by perverse events, by ironic reversals. Acceleration, streams and turbulent, self-potentialization and chaotic effects (Baudrillard 2000: 77).
Images are manipulated to suggest material qualities, through the strategic placement of lace patterns, insinuated by the formations of flotsam on the water’s surface. Instead of creating the illusion of fluidity, images of moving water are interpreted into the recognisable textile rhythms of repetition, pattern and texture (Townsend: 2009).
The research for this exhibition is based on the organic motifs and patterns found in the Nottingham Trent University Lace Archive. The art pieces engage with the use of light and space celebrating the unique transparency of lace creating a relationship with the foreground and background. The fusion of creativity and digital technology utilises the characteristics of lace, restoring a connection with craft and workmanship.
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